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Photon focusing elements 

Diffractive elements: Fresnel zone plates (T)   

                 R = 1.22∂rn (300 Å) 

                 f =DdrnE; 
              efficiency 
            (% diffracted photons) 
         
  200-12000 eV           Bragg-Fresnel optics (R) 
 
Reflective elements: mirrors: 
     normal incidence   

        spherical mirrors 
          Schwarzschild objectives 
                < 160 eV, R-90 nm 
 
 

     grazing incidence  
     (bendable mirrors) 

          Ellipsoidal mirror 
      
      R<  1 µm, 
       full energy tunability 
              
            Kirkpatrick-Baez  
               arrangement 
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Ni/Si Interface: imaging  

of Si 2p chemical shifts  

 16-channel detection with high 

spectral resolution 

ESCAMicroscopy group: ELETTRA 



 Some other microscopes 

 X-ray microscopes: 

 SR-STXM combined with NEXAFS - Resolution < 50nm.  Bulk sensitive, does not 

require UHV. Needs thin samples. O, C, N and L edges. Biological samples, 

polymers, magnetic materials etc.  

 SR-FA& XANES microprobe - Resolution ~ 1-2 µm. Bulk sensitive, does not require 

UHV. Excellent instrument for detecting precipitates, inclusions, impurities in 

various materials.  

 Commercial XPS - Resolution ≥ 10 µm. Less surface sensitive. 

 Electron microscopes: 

 Commercial SAM - Resolution better than 100 nm. Surface sensitive, but more 

radiation damage and limited chemical sensitivity.   

 Commercial SEM-FA, TEM-EELS - Resolution better than 10 nm. Bulk sensitive, 

more radiation damage .  



Continuous and interrupted interfaces 

 Simultaneous investigation of the phases inside,  

 outside and  at the forefront of the confined film: 

  essential step to understanding the evolution of  

  non-uniform multi-element interfaces. 

 Competing local processes controlling 

  the evolution of the interfaces: 

 - Local interactions: (i) displacement;  

   (ii) alloying; (iii) ’new’ compound formation;..  

 - Mass transport: (i)  surface diffusion due to  

   thermal and/or electromigration; (ii) incorporation  

   in and/or re-deposition from the 3D islands...  
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ARTEFACTS IN 

SPECTROMICROSCOPY 

 Topographic artefacts: the curvature of the 

surface results in anisotropy of PE angular 

distribution & shadowing. 

 Diffraction, back scattering of the outgoing 

photoelectrons: variations in the sub-surface 

substrate structure and composition. 

 Deceleration and deflection of outgoing 

photoelectrons, time-dependent charging: 

local electrostatic field due to charging of 

samples with low conductivity. 

 Photon-induced processes. 
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XPS Microscopy Artefacts 

 Local Charging 
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109 ph/s ~ 108 atoms in ~ 1000 Å depth  

~ 107 atoms ionized 

t: 0 - 104 sec; 

Iph = 50-500 pA); 

∆Umeas. up to 250 V  

MoOx on Al2O3: Mo 3d maps 

Time:     0  min      2 min           4 min 

Photon-induced 

processes: 
* oxide reduction; 

* C deposition etc.  



Band-bending changes across the transition 

 regions of a p-n junction on a silicon device 

 Lateral p-n diode structure: p-

stripe of a few microns fabricated 

by ion implantation of B through a 

mask of SiO2  into n-doped Si(100). 

 Contrast determined by the 

variations in the Fermi level 

pinning. 

 The transition region was 

measured to expand up to 2 µm.   
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Beamline and scanning microscope layout 
 Why do we need high brightness for microscopy? 
  Atoms in 1 mm2 - ~ 1013,   in 0.01 µm2 ~ 105. 
 Flux density in a 0.01 µm2 spot should be > 108 ph/sec. 

scanning stage

focusing optics (ZP&OSA)

undulator

monochromator

HS analyser

coherent beam  fraction %:  2-5 hor, 16-25 vertical 





Morphologically complex semiconductor interfaces: gap in 

microcharacterization of lateral variations in the  

surface composition and electronic structure 

 SEM/FA: superior spatial resolution, no 

surface sensitivity; 

 RHEED-TRAXS, SAM: inferior chemical 

information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 SR-XPS microscopy: spatial resolution  

 < 1000 Å, combined with high spectral 

resolution and surface sensitivity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2D and 3D micro-phases: formation stages and evolution; 

 Mass transport at microscopic scales; 3D, 2D phases & confined films;                               

Local chemical interactions, intermixing, segregation etc. 

Maya Kiskinova: 
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